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SMART STEP HAS PARTNERED WITH PPSC TO BRING YOU COMFORT, SAVINGS AND REVENUE 
 
Smart Step® Therapeutic Flooring offers “The Absolute Best” anti-fatigue mat in the industry and now 
PPSC pharmacist can experience the unmatched comfort and durability at a member’s only rate of 25% 
+10% off.  This extends to the entire product line including the customizable PuzzlePiece options that 
pharmacist love.  These mats are made with SmartTech Polyurethane and feature trip resistant 20 
degree beveled edges, travel prevention gripper systems, anti-microbial attributes, and a 5 year 
performance warranty.  They are also proudly made in the USA.  OSHA recommends that employers 
provide anti-fatigue mats for any job that requires long term or stationary standing.  Smart Step mats 
are ergonomically engineered to help protect employees from serious health risks associated with static 
postures and reduce injuries, sick days and worker’s compensation claims. 
 
Mats for the pharmacy aren’t the only opportunity; Smart Step also offers a Sell Through Program with 
tremendous revenue possibilities that can be sold to your customers.  This residential version, 
WellnessMats®, is only found in reputable retailers such as William Sonoma, Brookstone, Frontgate and 
never in mass retailers… meaning the pharmacy will never be undersold. With a modest buy-in of 
$194.00, pharmacists receive 3 decorative WellnessMats to retail and a demonstration mat to 
encourage sales in their DME and Wellness sections of the pharmacy.  WellnessMats retail for $119.00 
and earn a healthy 50% profit for the pharmacy. As importantly, a convenient drop shipping program is 
available and earns 40% profits.  
 
Pharmacists across the country are taking advantage of this opportunity for comfort and meaningful 
profit.  “When we started manufacturing our premium SmartTech Polyurethane flooring products, we 
had no idea of the tremendous impact we would have on countless lives. The thousands of astonishing 
testimonials continue to encourage us. Not many companies are fortunate enough to be a part of such 
an inspirational, well-being movement. In exchange for your overwhelming support, we at Smart Step 
and WellnessMats will never compromise our values and commitment to exceptional quality,” boast 
Daniel Bouzide, President. 
 
Smart Step Therapeutic Flooring LLC has been a leader in the anti-fatigue mat business since 2000. The 
benefits of our premium anti-fatigue flooring mats have combined unmatched comfort and durability to 
yield healthier work environments for over 20 major industries. This includes successfully outfitting 
Homeland Security, TSA, 75 International Airports, thousands of businesses, industrial organizations, 
hotel and hospitality chains. Smart Step is also seeing success with an expansion into the Health Care 
and Pharmaceutical arenas. 

### 
 
If you would like more information, to activate your PPSC discount or to participate in the Sell Through 
Program, contact Shari Stephens at 866-624-5700 or via email at shari@smartstepflooring.com 
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